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Abstract

Large language models such as CodeBERT001
(Feng et al., 2020) perform very well on tasks002
such as natural language code search. We show003
that this is most likely due to the high token004
overlap and similarity between the queries and005
the code in datasets obtained from large code-006
bases, rather than any deeper understanding of007
the syntax or semantics of the query or code.008

1 Introduction009

Inspired by the success of large pre-trained lan-010

guage models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XL-011

Net (Yang et al., 2019), GPT (Brown et al., 2020)012

and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) on core NLP tasks,013

and facilitated by the availability of large datasets014

that pair natural language with code (e.g. Husain015

et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2021), there is a growing016

interest in applying such models to beat the previ-017

ous state-of-the-art approaches at tasks on natural018

language and source code, such as code summa-019

rization (e.g. Miceli Barone and Sennrich, 2017) or020

natural language-based code search (e.g. Gu et al.,021

2018). This work is often motivated by a practical022

need to help software developers, but can also be023

seen as an interesting problem to the NLP commu-024

nity (Allamanis et al., 2018).025

CodeBERT (Feng et al., 2020), one of the first026

large language models trained on data consisting of027

both natural (NL) and programming language (PL)028

sequences, has been shown to perform particularly029

well on code search. Code search models assign030

relevance scores to pairs of source code and natural031

language queries (descriptions). Early models for032

code search (e.g. Hill et al., 2011) relied on simplis-033

tic metrics based on token overlap, since function034

names, variable names and comments in high-level035

programming languages such as Python are often036

highly descriptive, and very similar (or identical)037

to the corresponding English descriptions. In this038

paper, we seek to identify whether CodeBERT ex-039

hibits deeper understanding of the structure or un- 040

derlying semantics of the code, or whether it pro- 041

vides simply a more sophisticated metric of token 042

overlap and similarity, aided by its tokenization and 043

embedding-based token representation. Lu et al. 044

(2021) introduced a test set for code search where 045

function names and variable names are normalized, 046

and CodeBERT performed poorly on this dataset. 047

However, they did not perform any further anal- 048

ysis to explore why CodeBERT fails. Our paper 049

presents a series of studies which investigate how 050

CodeBERT assigns scores to pairs of Python code 051

and English descriptions, and how these scores are 052

related to metrics like token overlap. 053

Since Feng et al. (2020) trained their code search 054

model as a binary classifier, we first focus on an- 055

alyzing these classification scores before we ex- 056

amine the impact of these scores on search, where 057

the presence or absence of distractors with simi- 058

larly high scores matters more than absolute scores. 059

Specifically, we examine the impact of removing or 060

obfuscating certain components of the code, such 061

as function names, comments, and the control struc- 062

tures in the body of the code. In addition to evalu- 063

ating CodeBERT on Husain et al. (2019)’s Code- 064

SearchNet dataset, we also evaluate it on two ver- 065

sions of CoNaLa (Yin et al., 2018), which allow 066

us to examine performance on shorter code snip- 067

pets with queries that are either more abstract, or 068

explicitly designed to contain tokens appearing in 069

the code. Our experiments show that CodeBERT 070

does not rely on the structure of the code, but in- 071

stead largely relies on superficial token similarity, 072

suggesting that it is simply a more sophisticated 073

version of traditional IR models. 074

2 CodeBERT 075

Feng et al. (2020) trained RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 076

2019), a transformer-based language model with 077

12 layers, 12 heads and a hidden dimension of 078

768 (125M parameters in total), on CodeSearchNet 079
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(Husain et al., 2019), a dataset of 2.1M sequences080

consisting of natural language descriptions paired081

with code. The resulting model, CodeBERT, in-082

duces general-purpose embeddings of the input083

tokens, and achieves state-of-the-art results on vari-084

ous tasks like natural language code search, code085

documentation and generation with fine-tuning.086

Input to CodeBERT consists of a [CLS] token,087

the natural language description w = w1...wn, and088

the code c = c1...cn, separated by a [SEP] token,089

and followed by [EOS]:090

[CLS], w1, w2, ..wn, [SEP], c1, c2, ..., cm, [EOS].091

The final embedding of the [CLS] token is taken as092

the aggregate representation of the entire sequence.093

Tokenization Both code and natural language094

description are tokenized with the same Word-095

Piece model (Wu et al., 2016) that is used by096

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) for English.097

Pre-training: Feng et al. (2020) pre-trained098

CodeBERT using Masked Language Modeling099

(MLM) and Replaced Token Detection (RTD)100

(Clark et al., 2020). In MLM, the model needs101

to recover input tokens that have been randomly102

replaced by a [MASK] token, while RTD uses a set103

of data generators, one one for w and one for c, to104

randomly replace tokens with plausible alternatives105

that the model has to detect.106

Natural Language Code Search Feng et al.107

(2020) train a binary classifier (a softmax layer that108

receives the final representation of the [CLS] token)109

to distinguish between correct and incorrect code-110

description pairs (while fine-tuning CodeBERT it-111

self during the process), and then simply uses this112

classifier’s score to rank a set of 1,000 code snip-113

pets (only one of which is correct) for each query.114

3 Datasets115

We use two datasets in our experiments, Code-116

SearchNet (Husain et al. (2019), Figure 1a) and117

CoNaLa (Yin et al. (2018), Figure 1b). Both118

pair code with natural language descriptions, but119

CoNaLa has fewer examples, shorter descriptions,120

and shorter code snippets than CodeSearchNet (Ta-121

ble 1). CodeSearchNet was used to pretrain Code-122

BERT and contains additional examples in other123

programming languages.124

CodeSearchNet CodeSearchNet (Husain et al.,125

2019) is a corpus obtained from open-source126

GitHub repositories for Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP,127

Dataset Total Examples Avg. No. of Tokens Per Example

Code Description

CodeSearchNet 503,502 117.15 13.56
CoNaLa 102,379 14.15 8.94

Table 1: CodeSearchNet (Python) vs. CoNaLa

(a) An example from CodeSearchNet

(b) An example from CoNaLa Dataset

Figure 1: CodeSearchNet (a) and CoNaLa (b)

Python and Ruby. The entire dataset contains 128

2.1M (ci,di) pairs of functions ci documented 129

by English descriptions di (Figure 1a). In our ex- 130

periments, we focus on CodeSearchNet’s Python 131

dataset, which contains 503,502 Python functions 132

with corresponding descriptions (their docstrings).1 133

Since the examples in this dataset are longer and 134

have a wealth of information, including meaning- 135

ful function names and comments, we obfuscate 136

or remove certain parts of the code, to see which 137

components of the data have the highest impact on 138

CodeBERT’s performance (Section 6.1). 139

CoNaLa Dataset CoNaLa (Yin et al., 2018) is a 140

corpus of short Python code snippets (mostly one 141

or two lines long) and English descriptions , created 142

by crawling Stack Overflow (Figure 1b). CoNaLa’s 143

code snippets do not contain function definitions or 144

comments. Each snippet is accompanied by a de- 145

scription that was mined with it, called the original 146

intent. Snippets in CoNaLa’s manually curated 147

part (consisting of 2,379 training examples and 148

500 test examples) are additionally paired with a 149

a rewritten intent, where the curators rephrased 150

the intent to make it more similar to the code, e.g. 151

by using variables that occur in the code. CoNaLa 152

1CodeSearchNet has an additional 652,583 Python func-
tions without descriptions that Feng et al. (2020) used to pre-
train CodeBERT.
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also has an automatically mined dataset of 600k153

examples, sorted in descending order of confidence154

of the pair being a match. CoNaLa was designed155

to test systems for generating program snippets156

from natural language, but we can re-purpose it157

to work on code search by generating appropriate158

negative examples. For training, we used the top159

100k mined pairs along with the manually curated160

set, for a total of 102,379 positive examples. We161

discuss the process of generating negative exam-162

ples in Section 4.The performance of CodeBERT163

on CoNaLa will tell us whether it generalizes well164

to other datasets in the same language, and how165

well it works on shorter code with less information166

resembling natural language.167

4 Experimental Setup168

In each of our experiments, we start with Feng et al.169

(2020)’s publicly available CodeBERT model2 that170

was trained on all of CodeSearchNet’s training data.171

Like Feng et al. (2020), we then train binary clas-172

sifiers on top of this original CodeBERT model,173

and fine-tuning CodeBERT’s parameters during174

this process, using the same hyper-parameters as175

Feng et al. (2020). Our training data for both Code-176

SearchNet and CoNaLa has balanced positive and177

negative examples. Positive examples are the code-178

description pairs from the training set, and negative179

examples are generated by randomly replacing the180

description in a pair with a description from another181

data point in the training set.182

On a cluster of eight Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080183

Ti GPUs, each model was trained for a total of184

eight epochs and took an average of 797 minutes185

per epoch for CodeSearchNet and 183 minutes for186

CoNaLa.187

We evaluate these classifiers both on classifica-188

tion and on search. For search, we follow Feng et al.189

(2020), and sample 999 distractor snippets for each190

code-description pair in the test sets of CodeSearch-191

Net and CoNaLa. For CodeSearchNet, distractors192

come from the test set, but since CoNaLa’s test193

set has only 500 examples, we use 499 distractors194

from the test set and sample another 500 examples195

from the automatically mined set that were used196

for training.197

2CodeBERT is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017) and uses HuggingFace’s Transformer library (Wolf
et al., 2020).

Threshold Accuracy F1 Precision Recall

0.9 0.9909 0.1770 0.0974 0.9710
0.99 0.9919 0.1935 0.1075 0.9700
0.999 0.9951 0.2831 0.1661 0.9550
0.9999 0.9979 0.4702 0.3148 0.9290

Table 2: The Accuracy, F-1, Precision, and Recall scores
for different thresholds. While the recall is high for most
thresholds, high precision requires a very high threshold

5 Analyzing CodeBERT as a classifier 198

Before we evaluate our models in search, we ana- 199

lyze the performance of the model trained on Code- 200

SearchNet as a classifier, as measured by accuracy, 201

precision, recall, and F1. Since we are ultimately 202

interested in performance on search, we use the 203

same (unbalanced) test set as in search, which con- 204

tains 999 distractors (negative examples) for each 205

(positive) gold pair. 206

5.1 Classification Results 207

We first examine how classifier performance is af- 208

fected by the threshold that we use to translate its 209

real-valued scores into positive and negative labels. 210

Table 2 shows precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 211

scores for different thresholds. We observe that 212

even a relatively harsh threshold of 0.9 yields a 213

very low F1 score of 0.177: while recall is 0.9710, 214

precision is only 0.0974. Our highest F1 score of 215

0.4702 is obtained at an even harsher threshold of 216

0.9999: precision is now 0.3148, but recall has 217

dropped to 0.9290. A full precision-recall curve 218

can be seen in Appendix A. 219

Despite the seemingly low performance on clas- 220

sification, Section 6 will show that search perfor- 221

mance of this model is very good. In search, the 222

absolute value of the score is of course less impor- 223

tant than whether the score is higher than that of 224

all other code snippets in the search space. 225

5.2 Dependence on Lexical Overlap 226

We hypothesize that the confidence scores assigned 227

by CodeBERT to a code-description pair is influ- 228

enced greatly by their token overlap and high token 229

similarity. In many cases, we observe that a code 230

snippet and a description contain similar tokens, 231

due to the presence of function names, identifier 232

names and comments in the code. For example, in 233

Figure 1a, the function name is very similar to its 234

description. It is difficult to examine how similar a 235

context-dependent language model like CodeBERT 236
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(a) Token overlap in negative examples
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(b) Token overlap in positive examples

Figure 2: Distribution of token overlap versus different
score ranges in the test set of CodeSearchNet

treats tokens such as ’vid’ and ’video’, but we can237

measure the token overlap between code and de-238

scriptions. CodeBERT uses WordPiece (Wu et al.,239

2016) to tokenize both the code and the descrip-240

tion. Figure 3 shows what WordPiece tokens look241

like, and illustrates our definition of token overlap,242

which is simply the number of WordPiece tokens243

in the code that appear in the description, with244

repetition allowed (’url’ only appears once in the245

description, but several times in the code, and each246

of these occurrences is counted).247

In Figure 2 we see how token overlap is dis-248

tributed over examples from different score ranges.249

In general, CodeBERT assigns higher scores to ex-250

amples that have higher token overlap. This reflects251

the distribution of positive and negative examples252

in the dataset, since we see that the negative ex-253

amples in Figure 2a tend to have a much lower254

token overlap than the positive examples in Figure255

2b. We also performed additional studies comput-256

ing the correlation coefficient between confidence257

scores and token overlap in Appendix B258

This shows that despite being a coarse metric,259

token overlap is a strong predictor for classifier260

scores. In Figure 3, we see some code-description261

(a) An example from CodeSearchNet with high token
overlap between the code and description

(b) An example from CodeSearchNet with low token
overlap between the code and description

Figure 3: Examples of token overlap and confidence
scores in the test set of CodeSearchNet

pairs from the test set. In 3a, there is a high token 262

overlap of 9 and also a high confidence score of 263

0.9999. In 3b, the token overlap is low, only 2, and 264

one of the common tokens "return" is a common 265

keyword in Python. As a result, CodeBERT gives 266

the pair a low score of 0.0057 despite the code 267

being relevant to the description. 268

Next, we examine what influences CodeBERT’s 269

performance on natural language code search. 270

6 Analyzing CodeBERT for code search 271

Like Feng et al. (2020), we use the classifier trained 272

in Section 5 for natural language code search (we 273

resolve ties as described by McSherry and Najork 274

(2008)). Now, the relative scores among all the 275

candidate code snippets for each query is more im- 276

portant than the absolute values of the scores. To 277

understand CodeBERT’s performance, we evaluate 278

it under different scenarios. In each scenario, or 279

variant, we transform the dataset during both train- 280

ing and evaluation of the classifier to get a clearer 281

picture of what effect it has on performance. 282

6.1 Variants of CodeSearchNet 283

In our experiments on CodeSearchNet (Husain 284

et al., 2019), we consider five main transforma- 285
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(a) The original example

(b) Obfuscating function names

(c) Removing function body

(d) Removing keywords, delimiters and operators

(e) Replacing function name from different function

Figure 4: Different transformations of a Python function
in CodeSearchNet

tions. Figure 4a shows an original code example.286

Given an original example (Figure 4a), we can287

obfuscate function names (4b), remove the entire288

function body (4c), remove keywords, delimiters289

and operators (4d), replace function names with290

those of a different function (4e). Additionally,291

32.5% of snippets have comments, which we can292

keep or remove (Figure 5), resulting in two variants293

of each transformation ((w/ Comments) and (w/o294

Comments)).295

Original Function Names: This is the unmodi-296

fied CodeSearchNet dataset.297

Obfuscated Function names: Function names298

often have a high token overlap with the query.299

We obfuscate function names by replacing each300

character in the name with the next character in301

the alphabet (‘a’ is replaced by ‘b’, ‘b’ by ‘c’ etc.).302

This forces the model to focus on other cues, like303

comments, variable names, or the actual structure304

of the code like for- loops and if-statements.305

Figure 5: Removing comments from code

Adversarial Function Names: We replace the 306

original function name with the name of another 307

function. Unlike the previous transformation, by 308

doing this we trick the model into believing that 309

the function name is present, and performance on 310

this transformation will tell us how well the model 311

works when the function name differs from the ac- 312

tual operations performed in the body of the code. 313

No Function Body: We remove the entire body 314

of the code and leave only the function definition. 315

Here, we will observe how well the model per- 316

forms when it only has the function name and its 317

arguments available. 318

No Code Structure: We remove keywords, op- 319

erators and delimiters from the function. Here, we 320

force the model to only look at function names, 321

identifier names and comments to identify the cor- 322

rect code snippet for a query. The relative perfor- 323

mance of a model on this transformation compared 324

to previous transformations will tell us whether 325

the model leverages function names and comments 326

more than the structure of the code. 327

6.2 Variants of CoNaLa 328

As discussed in Section 3, the CoNaLa dataset has 329

two description fields, the original intent obtained 330

from Stack Overflow, and a manually rewritten 331

intent that contains variables in the code, and hence 332

has higher token overlap with the code. To see the 333

impact of high token overlap due to variable names 334

appearing in the English description, we evaluate 335

CodeBERT on both variants: CoNaLa (Rewritten 336

Intent) and CoNaLa (Original Intent). 337

6.3 Experimental Results 338

In Table 3, we show the Mean Reciprocal Rank 339

(MRR) and Recall at ranks 1, 2, 5 and 10 (R@k) 340

for the different variants of CodeSearchNet and 341

CoNaLa. The MRR is the average of the recipro- 342
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Model MRR R@1 R@2 R@5 R@10

Original Function Names (w/ Comments) 0.8925 0.8106 0.9072 0.9545 0.9710
Original Function Names (w/o Comments) 0.8800 0.7989 0.9008 0.9515 0.9680
Obfuscated Function Names (w/ Comments) 0.8064 0.7042 0.8180 0.9125 0.9430
Obfuscated Function Names (w/o Comments) 0.7722 0.6404 0.7880 0.8967 0.9375
Adversarial Function Names (w/ Comments) 0.3920 0.1479 0.3472 0.7416 0.9160
Adversarial Function Names (w/o Comments) 0.3420 0.1005 0.2825 0.7140 0.9085

No Code Structure (w/ Comments) 0.8833 0.7841 0.8932 0.9524 0.9685
No Code Structure (w/o Comments) 0.8830 0.7622 0.8884 0.9485 0.9680
No Function Body (w/ Comments) 0.6754 0.5319 0.7010 0.8273 0.8858
No Function Body (w/o Comments) 0.6140 0.4547 0.6250 0.7783 0.8510

CoNaLa (Rewritten Intent) 0.7145 0.5770 0.7260 0.8840 0.9400
CoNaLa (Original Intent) 0.3290 0.1770 0.2930 0.4700 0.6610

Table 3: Retrieval Scores of all the variants on the test sets of both CodeSearchNet and CoNaLa

cal of the ranks of the gold item returned for each343

variant, so it gives us a glimpse at the overall distri-344

bution of the ranks through a single metric. R@k345

shows us the fraction of gold items that appear at346

rank k or above, so it gives us a more detailed view347

of the distribution of ranks. R@1 is particularly348

interesting, since it shows us the fraction of gold349

items that are ranked at the top for each variant.350

For all variants, we report results from a single351

run, except for Adversarial Function Names, where352

we report the mean scores of 10 runs, since the353

new function name generated in the variant after354

replacement changes with every run.3 We can see355

that the original CodeSearchNet is a much easier356

dataset than either version of CoNaLa.357

6.4 Analysis of Retrieval Scores on358

CodeSearchNet359

In the top part of Table 3, we see a noticeable drop360

in performance, especially MRR and R@1 when361

we obfuscate function names. MRR drops by al-362

most 9 percentage points and R@1 drops by more363

than 10 percentage points. This suggests that when364

the entire code is available, CodeBERT places more365

weight on the function names, and when they are366

obfuscated, the gold example is no longer ranked367

at the top in at least 10 percent of additional test368

cases. Removing comments causes a bigger drop369

in R@1 when the function names are obfuscated370

(around 6 percentage points), compared to when371

function names are present (less than 2 percent-372

age points). This means that CodeBERT relies373

on comments more when function names are not374

available. We get the biggest drop in R@1 in Ad-375

3Adversarial Function Names (w/ Comments): mean MRR
= 0.3920 (std. dev. 0.006); Adversarial Function Names (w/o
Comments): mean MRR = 0.3420 (std. dev.= 0.009).

versarial Function Names (more than 66 percentage 376

points), where the function name is from a differ- 377

ent function. This means that when the function 378

name and the body of the code are not in agreement, 379

the model chooses to prioritize the function name 380

for discerning the meaning of the code. Remov- 381

ing comments from Adversarial Function Names 382

causes an additional drop of 4 percentage points in 383

R@1, showing again how important comments are 384

when correct function names are not present. 385

In the second part of Table 3, we see that No 386

Code Structure shows a small drop in R@1 (2.65 387

percentage points) compared to Original Function 388

Names. Removing comments from this variant re- 389

duces R@1 by an additional 2.19 percentage points. 390

Even though this variant does not contain any syn- 391

tactically correct code, since all keywords, opera- 392

tors and delimiters have been removed, the impact 393

on performance is small compared to the other vari- 394

ants. In No Function Body w/ comments, the R@1 395

drops to 0.5319 (w/o comments: R@1 = 0.4547). 396

Since this variant only contains the function def- 397

inition, this big drop in performance shows that 398

CodeBERT does need the function body to per- 399

form well. However, CodeBERT still returns the 400

correct code snippet at rank 1 for around half of 401

queries in these variants. 402

6.5 Analysis of Retrieval Scores on CoNaLa 403

The third part of Table 3 shows the performance on 404

both variants of CoNaLa. The overall lower scores 405

(as compared to CodeSearchNet) could be because 406

CodeBERT was pre-trained on CodeSearchNet, or 407

because the examples in CodeSearchNet are longer, 408

giving the model more information. But impor- 409

tantly, we observe that R@1 drops sharply by 40 410

percentage points when we use the Original Intent 411
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Figure 6: Median confidence scores by rank for each
variant of CodeSearchNet (w/comment)

instead of the Rewritten Intent. This suggests that412

CodeBERT is dependent on using variable names413

when they are available, and has an easier time per-414

forming retrieval when the gold result has a high415

token overlap with the user query. However, in416

real-world scenarios, user queries will typically not417

contain variables used in the required code snip-418

pet, making the performance on the original intent419

much closer to real-world performance.420

6.6 Impact of Variants on Confidence Scores421

As we go down the ranked lists returned by Code-422

BERT, the confidence scores of the code snippets423

decrease. Figure 6 shows the drop-off of the me-424

dian confidence scores (across all queries) by ranks425

in all the variants of CodeSearchNet (with com-426

ments). Appendix C gives a more detailed anal-427

ysis of the distribution of this drop-off. We see428

that a large drop-off occurs much earlier in better-429

performing models like Original Function Names430

(after rank 7) and No Code Structure (after rank431

9), whereas the slope of the curve is much gen-432

tler for worse-performing models like Adversarial433

Function Names, where the score starts dropping434

after rank 14. This suggests that when CodeBERT435

has access to the original code, it is not only able436

to identify the gold example as a match, but also437

assigns lower scores to more examples that are not438

a match. But obfuscating or removing parts of the439

data leads to more false positives, since CodeBERT440

assigns high scores to more negative examples.441

6.7 Impact of Token Overlap on Ranking442

To understand how ranking is affected by token443

overlap, we plot the distribution of token overlaps444

for all gold examples, top-ranked gold examples,445

gold examples that were not top-ranked, and top-446
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Figure 7: Distribution of token overlap for gold vs top-
ranked examples across all queries

ranked negative examples returned for each query 447

in the test set of the Original Function Names (w/ 448

comments) variant (Figure 7). We see that top- 449

ranked negatives have the highest overall token 450

overlap. This makes sense, since these examples 451

fool the classifier into thinking they are most rele- 452

vant to the query, so having a high token overlap 453

is likely helpful. Top-ranked gold examples have 454

a slightly lower overlap. We hypothesize this is 455

either because there are no negatives with lower 456

token overlap for these queries, or because these 457

examples were ranked highly not just due to high 458

token overlap, but also due to the nature of the 459

tokens overlapping, like the function names. Un- 460

surprisingly, gold examples that were not ranked 461

at the top have the highest fractions of low or zero 462

overlaps values. We do not know if the top-ranked 463

negatives with zero overlap occur in cases where 464

the non-top-ranked gold item has also zero overlap. 465

6.8 Summary of Findings 466

Our experiments (Table 3) show that CodeBERT 467

does not need syntactically correct code (or even 468

code with any control structure) in order to per- 469

form well on search. Function names seem to be 470

important though: obfuscating them causes a no- 471

ticeable drop in performance, and replacing them 472

with a name from a different function causes a 473

much more drastic drop. Comments seem to be 474

less important when the correct function name is 475

present. We also see in Figure 7 that CodeBERT 476

performs poorly in ranking when there are other 477

distractor code snippets present that have a higher 478

token overlap than the gold example, meaning it 479

places more importance on the text similarity than 480

the actual semantics of the code when computing 481

7



its relevance to an English description.482

7 Discussion and Related Work483

Earlier models for code search (Hill et al., 2011;484

McMillan et al., 2011; Lv et al., 2015) used classi-485

cal IR approaches that are based on simple word486

overlap, but were outperformed by simple neural487

models (Gu et al., 2018), including approaches that488

incorporate Abstract Syntax Trees (Zhang et al.,489

2019; Wan et al., 2019; Haldar et al., 2020), Graph490

Neural Networks (Sieper et al., 2020; Ling et al.,491

2021; Liu et al., 2021), and reinforcement learn-492

ing (Yao et al., 2019). However, CodeBERT (Feng493

et al., 2020) set a new benchmark for code search494

and other applications by employing a transformer-495

based large language model. Unlike some earlier496

neural models, CodeBERT uses only the tokenized497

code and the English description to perform bet-498

ter at benchmark tasks for program understand-499

ing and generation. However, our results indicate500

the CodeBERT may in fact simply be better at501

modeling overlap, both because it does not treat502

tokens as atomic symbols, and because its tok-503

enization greatly increases overlap between queries504

and gold snippets. While other transformer-based505

models in this domain have been proposed, like506

PLBART (Ahmad et al., 2021) and CoTexT (Phan507

et al., 2021) and CodeGPT (Lu et al., 2021), they508

still treat code and text as a series of tokens, and509

are expected to have the same issues as CodeBERT.510

Moreover, bigger is not always better. Cambronero511

et al. (2019) presented an improved version of512

NCS (Sachdev et al., 2018) and showed that a513

simple bag-of-words-based network outperformed514

the larger sequence-of-words-based CODEnn (Gu515

et al., 2018) and SCS (Husain, 2018; Husain and516

Wu, 2018). This indicates that we need to find517

novel ways of preprocessing source code instead518

of treating it like a regular document. In this pa-519

per, we did not evaluate if models like GraphCode-520

BERT (Guo et al., 2020), which incorporate data521

flow in addition to tokenized codes, address these522

challenges effectively, but leave this analysis to523

future work.524

8 Conclusion525

In this paper, we presented a series of experiments526

to gain a deeper insight into what makes Code-527

BERT effective at natural language code search.528

We saw that token overlap between code and de-529

scriptions plays a big role, while the structure of530

the code has little to no importance to CodeBERT, 531

since it performs essentially equally well when all 532

structure, i.e. keywords, operators and delimiters, 533

are removed from the code. There are some limi- 534

tations to our study: we did not specifically study 535

the impact of variable names, and how much they 536

contribute to token overlap. We also only looked 537

at function names in the definition, but not at func- 538

tion calls in the body of the function. We also only 539

analyzed the confidence score CodeBERT assigns 540

to examples for code search, and did not look at 541

the attention weights of the model or what type 542

of information each layer produces. Despite that, 543

our experiments establish a clear trend between the 544

predictions of CodeBERT and the token overlap 545

between the function and the query. Future work 546

should also address to what extent a model that 547

fine-tunes CodeBERT with an explicit ranking loss 548

could overcome these shortcomings. And while 549

our work highlighted a big difference in perfor- 550

mance between both versions of CodeSearchNet 551

and CoNaLa, we did not attempt to analyze (or 552

overcome) the reasons for this discrepancy, which 553

are likely due to the different sizes of the datasets 554

and the code snippets they contain, and to Code- 555

BERT’s pre-training on CodeSearchNet. CoNaLa 556

may also simply be harder because it is concerned 557

with generic algorithmic questions (e.g. "how do I 558

zip lists in Python?") that are answered on Stack- 559

Overflow, and does not contain code and docstrings 560

taken from large code-bases, where the intelligibil- 561

ity of variable and function names is crucial from 562

a software engineering perspective. Conversely, 563

this might imply that models like CodeBERT that 564

do not attempt to "understand" code, but simply 565

capture surface similarities of code and natural lan- 566

guage, might be sufficient for practical applications, 567

since such similarities are likely abundant in well- 568

written and well-documented code. However, this 569

then implies further that code search might not be 570

a useful test case for questions about language un- 571

derstanding. While the large size of real-world 572

datasets makes this task attractive, it may in fact 573

not require any models that try to go deeper, and, 574

as argued e.g. by Bender and Koller (2020), it may 575

be impossible to induce semantic models of code 576

from such data alone. Another open question is 577

how effective models like CodeBERT would be on 578

natural languages other than English, although re- 579

cent progress on unsupervised machine translation 580

suggests this may not be a significant hurdle either. 581
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A Precision-Recall Curve of Classifier796

We plot the Precision-Recall curve of the classifier797

from Section5 in Figure 8. We observe a sharp798

drop in precision after the recall goes beyond 0.8,799

suggesting that it is impossible to get this model to800

perform well on classification if we require a recall801

higher than 0.8.802
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Figure 8: Precision-Recall Curve of the CodeBERT
binary classifier on the test set of CodeSearchNet

B Correlation Between Token Overlap803

and Confidence Score804

To further explore how token overlap and confi-805

dence scores are correlated over different score806

ranges, we used three different correlation metrics807

in this study - the Pearson, the Spearman’s Rank808

and the Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient.809

While Pearson Coefficient looks at the correla-810

tion between the absolute values of the respective811

scores, the other two metrics look at the rank cor-812

relation or how well items are ranked using these813

scores, which is more relevant since in the ranking814

task we are more concerned with the rank assigned815

to a candidate code-description pair instead of the816

absolute value of its relevance score.817

Threshold Pearson Spearman Kendall

0.9 0.1007 0.3047 0.2155
0.99 0.1368 0.2799 0.196
0.999 0.2282 0.3793 0.267
0.9999 0.192 0.3954 0.2735

Table 4: The Pearson, Spearman and Kendall rank coef-
ficients for code-description pairs at different threshold
cutoffs

In Table 4 we see the correlation coefficients818

for all code-description pairs in the test set of the 819

CodeSearchNet dataset above a certain threshold. 820

Higher thresholds give us the correlation between 821

the pairs that were scored high by CodeBERT. We 822

see that there is a high rank correlation coefficient 823

(both Spearman and Kendall) for high scoring ex- 824

amples, whereas the correlation between them is 825

low when we consider all pairs. For instance, code- 826

description pairs with scores above 0.9999 have 827

a Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.3954 be- 828

tween their scores and their token overlap, whereas 829

for examples scoring above 0.9, the correlation falls 830

to 0.3047. This shows that during the ranking task, 831

high token overlap in negative examples makes it 832

difficult to find the gold example. 833

C Additional Analysis of Confidence 834

Scores in Code Search 835

C.1 Median of Drop-off in Confidence Scores 836

on CoNaLa 837
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Figure 9: Median confidence scores of the top 50 ranks
for all test examples for the CoNaLa dataset over each
variant

Similar to Section 6.6, we computed the me- 838

dian drop-off in confidence scores on the test set 839

of the CoNaLa dataset in Figure 9. We see that 840

the drop-off in confidence scores is sharper when 841

using the Rewritten Intent compared to the Orig- 842

inal Intent. This is because here too for higher 843

performing variants the model has an easier time 844

identifying negative examples and scoring them 845

low to make ranking easier. However, the perfor- 846

mance here is much worse than on CodeSearch- 847

Net. In Rewritten Intent, there is a large drop in 848

confidence scores only after rank 35, whereas in 849

Original Intent, we do not see a large drop even 850

after rank 50. This means given a query, the model 851

will return a large number of candidate code snip- 852
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pets with high confidence scores that it believes to853

be correct. This shows that even after being fine-854

tuned on CoNaLa, CodeBERT does not perform855

well on this dataset, suggesting that it cannot be856

easily be used on new datasets, even with the same857

programming language.858

C.2 Distribution of Drop-off in Confidence859

Scores on CodeSearchNet860

We plot boxplots showing the distribution of confi-861

dence scores on the test set of CodeSearchNet for862

each of the top 15 ranks. Similar to plotting the863

median, the box plots in Figure 10 show that higher864

performing variants show a large drop-off in scores865

much earlier than worse-performing variants. The866

first column, shows the distribution of confidence867

scores for the gold examples, and the subsequent868

columns show the distribution of confidence scores869

at each rank. The orange lines in Figure 10 denote870

the median, and the blue bars show the first and871

third quartiles. The whiskers show the highest and872

lowest scores at each rank.873

We see in Figure 10a that in Original Function874

Names, which is the best-performing variant, all the875

examples in the top 3 ranks are assigned very high876

confidence scores. In the second-best variant, No877

Code Structures in Figure 10d, we see a large drop878

in confidence scores after rank 4. In Obfuscated879

Function Names in Figure 10b, most queries see880

at least eight candidate code snippets with very881

high confidence scores. Both Adversarial Function882

Names (10c) and No Function Body (10e), the883

model returns more candidate code snippets for884

each query. This implies that worse performing885

variants have far more false positives, and given a886

query there is a lot more ambiguity as to what the887

correct code snippet is. We observe that out of all888

the variants where we modified the original data,889

the best performing variant is No Code Structures890

(10d) which does not even contain syntactically891

correct code.892

C.3 Distribution of Drop-off in Confidence893

Scores on CoNaLa894

We also computed the boxplots showing the distri-895

bution of confidence scores of the top 25 results in896

the test set of the CoNaLa dataset and showed them897

in Figure 11. Overall, we see that the confidence898

scores in this dataset are much more ambiguous899

compared to the scores in CodeSearchNet, mean-900

ing that all examples in the top 25 ranks have very901

confidence scores (above 0.998). This shows that902

given a query in CoNaLa, CodeBERT is not very 903

confident what the correct code snippet is out of a 904

pool of candidates. 905
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(a) Original Function Names
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(b) Obfuscated Function Names
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(c) Adversarial Function Names
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(d) No Code Structure
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(e) No Function Body

Figure 10: Boxplots of Confidence Scores versus the top 15 Ranks for each variant. The scores drop off earliest for
(a) and the general trend is for lower performing models the scores drop off more gently.
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(a) CoNaLa (Rewritten Intent)
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(b) CoNaLa (Original Intent)

Figure 11: Boxplots of confidence scores assigned to the top-20 ranks and the gold examples for when we use the
rewritten intent vs the intent.
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